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Gallimard/Folio's cover of Leo's suicide, featuring an untitled image from the Rugby-douard Leve series (January 1, 1965 - October 15, 2007) is a French writer, artist and photographer. Leve's early career was self-taught as an artist and studied business in the elite Okola sup'rieure des sciences and commercials. He started painting in
1991. Leo made abstract paintings, but left the field (claiming to have burned most of his paintings) and took up color photography on his return from an influential two-month trip to India in 1995. The book and photographs of Levo's first book, Oeuvres (2002), presents an imaginary list of more than 500 non-existent conceptual works by
the author, although some ideas have been accepted as the premise of later projects actually completed by Leve (e.g. photographs of the book Meric and Pornography). Leo traveled to the United States in 2002, writing Autoportrait and a photo for the Americas series, which features small American cities named after cities in other
countries. Autoportrait consists entirely of disparate, unporaicated suggestions of author's statements and self-rebuttal, a collection of fragments of the literary cubist. His latest book, Suicide, though fictional, triggers the suicide of his childhood friend 20 years ago, which he also referred to in a shocking little addition tucked in carelessly...
in Autoportwright. He handed the manuscript over to his editor ten days before he hurt himself at 42. The reception and influence of the chapter in Herve Le Tellier's novel Enough about Love pays homage to Eduard Lev, who appears as The Character Hugh Leger, and his book Autoportright, whose introspective and fragmentary style is
imitated in an excerpt from a book called Definition. Gerard Gavarri's book Experessi d'Edward Lee, Versailles (P.O.L., 2009) draws inspiration from a hundred photographs of Leve. Awards and awards 2013 Best Translation Book Award, shortlist, Autoportrait 1999 Works Leve Photography Series 1999: Homonymes (portraits of ordinary
people with the same names, as Famous People) 1999: Reves Reconstitu's 2000-2002: Angoiss, Phileas Fogg (photos taken all over the city of Angoiss, whose name in French means melancholy) 2001-2002: Actualit's (staged and anonymous photographs, Stereotyped press photos) 2002: Pornographie (dressed models in pornographic
positions) 2003: Rugby (models in street clothes presented in rugby position without a ball) 2003: quotidien (newspaper or magazine photos Reapplyed with actors who are anonymized and in everyday clothing on a black background) 2003: Restoration, Phileas Fogg, ISBN 2-914498-13-6 (combining restored photos of Actualit's and
2006: Fiction, P.O.L (Mysterious groups of black-clad people on a black background)) 2006: Veronica, Leo Scheer, ISBN 2-7561-0064-1 (photos from American cities sharing titles with world cities) Other books 2002: Oeuvres, P.O.L 2004: Journal, P.O.L (playing on journalistic stereotypes in Actualit's fashion) 2005: Autorait, P.O.L.;
English Translation 2012, Dalkey Archive Press, ISBN 1-56478-707-9 2008: Suicide, P.O.L; English Translation 2011, Dalkey Archive Press, ISBN 1-56478-628-5 Notes and b c Boris Dairo, Edouard aux mains d'argent (ique), Evene.fr, November 2006 - Jacques Morice, L'crivain et photographe Eduard Leve est mort, Tellerama, October
22, 2007 - b c d Hugo Wilcken, Happiness, sadness, death, Berlin Book Review, March 8, 2010 - b c d zadi Smith, New Books, Harper's Magazine, May 2011, p. 67-70. When I look at strawberries, I think of the language, Paris Review, Spring 2011, No. 196 - Chad W. Post (April 10, 2013). 2013 Best Book Translation Award: Fiction
Finalists. Three percent. Received on April 11, 2013. Magdalena Segertova, La photo de presse et ses st'r'types selon Eduard Leve, Czech Radio, November 28, 2003 - Bernd Schwandt, Group Photography as a means of communicating with groups, in Fine and Schwandt (ed.), Applied Communication in Organizational and International
Contexts, Rurig University, 2008, 2008, p. Further reading Becker, Daniel Levin (August 6, 2014). Beaux Absents: On Inventorying What Doesn't Exit - Review: Works by Edward Leveaux translated by Jan Stein (Dalkey Archive Press, July 2015). Received on January 2, 2016. Stefan Girard, Plasticien, crivain, suicid. Ethos auctorial et
paratopie suicidaire chez Eduard Leve, Paris, L'Harmattan, Semantics, 2014. External Communications Gallery Loevenbruck (art presentation of Leve): Photos, biography, books, reviews and press editions of P.O.L. (publisher of Leve), including a video by the author reading from uvres Short essay on Leve's aesthetic, Focusing, in
particular, on the works written work on the Internet: Excerpt from the English translation of Lauryn Stein's Autoportrait (Paris Review) Photo series America Obituary Notices: Philip Lanyon, October 17 by Juak Maurice, Telerama, October 22, 2007 Adaptation / Tribute to Other Artists: Autoportrait (s), online graphic design tribute to Leo
(Grand Prix ETPA 2010) Ann Gardis; KPPVD, ou Ce que parler veut dire, jade Duvike's 2008 theatrical work, partly adapted from Leve's Autoportwright, extracted from 1. In the fall of 2011, when the first protesters began to gather in the park of Tsuccotti, another occupation was taking place in my apartment. My son had just turned one
year old, and in the spring was to have another child. Life now consisted mostly of early morning adjunct concerts, night sessions banging your head on the desk, and the afternoon measured in tiny spoons used to scrape the last bits of Gerber out of the jar. Also: NPR. A lot of NPR. By the end of September, at the top of each hour
brought new details about the methods and motives of Occupy Wall Street. Here seemed to be the reason I held my twenties to throw my body behind. But now that it has materialized, there was a catch: the mine is no longer the only body for which I was responsible. I could take my son with me to the demonstration, but do I really trust
the NYPD to fire pepper spray, should he rattle the bars of our protest pen? Besides, who would have taken care of him if I'd been taken to jail? Not his mother, whose nine to five jobs was our primary means of keeping the fridge stocked and rented, and whose sick days would convert into precious maternity leave come spring. There was
always a kindergarten, of course... but, then, as would the poster-bearing member 99%, I couldn't even afford the daytime hours I was already paying. And here I came across the first big misconception in the media OWS coverage. Of course, the occupation as such was heavy for students, the unemployed and men who looked like a
cross between Santa Claus and Wavy Gravy. The walk was pushing a contingent of workers as I was limited from spending all day and night in tsuccotti on the very conditions that made them want to do so. Thus, insecurity - financial, physical, psychological - becomes the stick that keeps us on the rut of late capitalism. (Consumer
electronics is a carrot.) Again, another of the things too often obscured in Occupy Wall Street accounts is that it wasn't a top-down program, the output of which had a certain number of sleeping bags on the sidewalk. Rather, it was part of a tactical piece designed to carry any application deemed useful to its techno-utopian users unable to
make collectivist flesh. This should have been obvious to those who spent more than half an hour in tsuccotti. First you'll see a modest size of the profession, compared to the number of cameras trained on it, and you think wait: Is it him? Then, out of nowhere, thousands of union electricians will show up, or affordable housing advocates,
or students, or most likely all of the above, and another drive or meeting or march will be spinning in motion. (As Michael Greenberg noted in the New York Review of Books, these schemes will be renewed after Hurricane Sandy to send vital assistance to the Rockaways.) By October, my son and I had found our way to participate. With
his mother's blessing, we pursued a policy of sunlight, to stay away from sounding or geographically marginal events in favor of those well-publicized enough to my little comrade won't be another victim on YouTube. We marched on Citigroup. We were walking on JPMorgan Chase. We renovated the zuccotti for pizza and mash, and then
we passed a few more. Well, I was walking; He was driving. One memorable day, in the company of a whole sacred master of freaks and straights, aging lions and anarchists, friends from other events and complete strangers - plus, it was Saturday, my wife - we even took over Times Square. It was the same rainbow coalition I watched a
decade ago marching against the war in Iraq. In 2002, however, on the streets of D.C., everyone seemed to recognize that switches on military-agricultural machinery had already been thrown. You can feel the inertia in the way the message has turned into calls for the abolition of the WTO and the World Bank, the liberation of Palestine
and the Mummy. Those chants, which managed to break through the discord, rang hollow from the executive buildings, empty for the weekend. By contrast, Occupy Wall Street's message was so clear and so obvious as to understand any supporting problems. The obvious, in fact, may be why Occupy Wall Street has proven to be such
an effective counterweight to the Tea Party movement, only with a share of money and organization and time. It takes great resources of all three to convince Americans that Keynesian deficit spending is the source of our illusions, because it's a common horseshit, while it takes very little to remind people of what they've discovered in the
most grinding, empirical way to be true: As a resource distributor, our economic system is needlessly unfair, and is becoming more and more on the other side. And when a hoarse old cry rose from Times Square: We unstoppable; another world is possible - it was also felt self-evident, affirmation and resurrection with one blow. For here
was a halter topped by a woman with curly hair leading thousands of people in social-democratic chants from the top of someone's shoulders, and here was the commercial center of the world coming unruly to a halt. Here were tourists taking buttons from engag' tweens and attaching them to jackets that will soon go back to every corner
of America. And that was it all again, on giant news screens overhead, peaking high and beautiful waves (in a crib from Hunter S. Thompson). Beneath all these lights, we seemed to wake up, however briefly, from a long bad sleep. 2. Despite the Monday-morning harrumphs commentariat that autumn idealism has left behind the effects
of the most solid, realpolitik kind. The ongoing debate over whether lenders, i.e. capital or borrowers, i.e. you and I, would bear the losses of the Great Recession were constantly balanced, much to the annoyance of business class. (Last December's $43-million PR push wasn't so much about how to fix to whom to attach it.) However, on
its own terms, the Occupy project remains incomplete. When we argue about whether to set the upper marginal tax rate at 35% or 39.6%, or what to do with the sequester, or class politics of girls, we have turned from a debate about an unfair system to debate in it. We need some external power to shake us up. All this is a very
roundabout way to explain why it is not good, the first major English-language publication of Kirill Medvedev's letter is so necessary, and so timely. Medvedev is a Moscow poet in the late 30s, and the book, the latest entry in the Redoubtable Eastern European Poets series Ugly Duckling Presse (and the first to be published in conjunction
with No 1), collects an English translation of his most important poem/essay/action for the past fifteen years. It was a period of radicalization for Medvedev, and this work is like a guerrilla attack on the stagnation of Russian cultural life in the new millennium. In itself, it would make It's No Good a priceless document. But for readers behind
the old Iron Curtain, there is another twist of the knife: as in the case of the best science fiction, the outrageous world that Medvedev brings so vividly into life begins to sound awful, like our own. The introduction of editor Keith Hessen lays the groundwork for Medvedev's evolution. In the years of mature Putinism, from about 2003 to 2008,
he explains, the atmosphere in Russia was boring, squalid and capitulating... Nothing happened. No one wanted anything to happen. The word of the day was stability and in the service of this stability people were ready to give up a lot. The liberal opposition that has so far appeared in the New York Times, not only had no real presence...
But he was also permanently discredited. In subsequent texts Medvedev will link this surrender with two mutually strengthening phenomena: political, one aesthetic. On the one hand, there was the problem of ignorance: members of his generation, first in the age after the fall of communism, spent the 1990s not really knowing what politics
was, he writes. We lived beyond it; we never believed it could affect our privacy. On the other hand, there is a problem of sophistication: literature that could expand these personal lives has become content only to reproduce them. An example here was the poet and impresario Dmitry Kuzmin, who published Medvedev's early poems in
his magazine Babylon... and who hovers over It is not good as a kind of Oedipg-Hegelian father figure to rebel against and absorbed. A long, farewell essay-memoir two-thirds of the way through the book might put some in McSweeney's mind circa 2003: Vavilon's central literary trend was the so-called new sincerity: the call to personal
experience (childhood; romantic and sexual encounters; family life) to exclude socio-political experience, justifying it by appealing to its authenticity (personal, emotional, etc.) of course, Russian cultural liberalization was no more difficult to assimilate the authenticity of Babylon than the Politburo. According to Medvedev, it was art as a
gesture, as a narcotic, as a commodity, a series of irresponsible infantile games and so-called independent intellectual proclamations - covering the area specially designated by such proclamations. The poems that make up the bulk of It's No Good burst out of the area like bombs. Externally, their duty to Kuzmin is obvious. Medvedev's
voice, translated by Hessen and others, is decidedly direct, conversational and personal. Sometimes it sounds like a Muscovite Frank O'Hara. I don't know why / I decided to work / in a Sexton nightclub / when I was eighteen, one poem begins. Says another: I really like it when / a series of arches in Moscow work / one by one / creating a
kind of tunnel / of the arches. As with O'Hara, the specifics of the reference are almost overflowing with arguments; From a certain point of view, Medvedev's poems may seem only a catalogue of people, buildings and food, meaning the life of a young cosmopolitan. But to read it at any length (poems are rarely under three pages, and
sometimes swell up to dozens), and it becomes impossible to confuse his urbanism with urbanism, or, as he put it, a worthy puffiness for the whole world. Medvedev complains about one contemporary associated with Babylon: The man in his poems always / returns from work / moves on the blatant Twiit / urban landscape / to give shape
to information flows. His own Moscow resists such streamlined forms. It is blatant in another sense, made intermittent an eruption of frustration, pessimism and rage. One point, it's true, we can be among the office towers, cruising through the catalog of everyone who turned out to be the computer genius of everyone who became an
assistant editor-in-chief or designer for major fashion magazines.... But suddenly we hear about all the half-fat and backward intellectuals who (unlike me) matured too early, then burned down, all who found a job in the morgue of everyone who was in prison in time, then died of an overdose of all who worked in the campaign
headquarters of the politician Kirienko, and then joined his permanent team. The final descent from threnody back to sarcasm speaks to the extent of Medvedev's loss of faith in the distinctly Russian class formation, the intellectuals. These people who had to take their country out of sleep and instead found a taste for Ambien. But the
sharp expansion of the point of view, the deepening of emotions and the anahor of Bitnik, holding it all together, produce a counter movement: one feels the consolidation of almost spiritual faith. Medvedev wants his poetry not only to turn to personal experience but also to transform it, to break it, to reveal what is under it. And what is at
the bottom, he insists, is always already political. Carefully tested fruits of bourgeois existence - parties, nightclubs, careers and even much of contemporary art - are fueled by exploitation, militarism and the more nebulous brand of postmodern non-freedom. Reader, you are called to consciousness. Or at least without an alibi. Along with
Medvedev's messianic band there is a noticeable impatience with the formal rigours of Russian lyrical poetry - the elegant prosody of Anna Akhmatova or his lover Joseph Brodsky. The introduction of Hessen presents these trends as simply coincidental. But actually, I think one is forcing the other. Having received training at the famous
Gorky Literary Institute in Moscow, Medvedev has a considerable, albeit well-disguised, ability to cunning - to find Pushkin in punk. However, his concept of poetry is one of vision, not craft. This helps explain the porosity (some might say the same thing) of these largely untitled poems that tend to flow together into the same poem. It also
helps explain their idiosyncratic rhythms, and their general aversion to beauty. They gather strength not with rhetorical turns, but with a spell, as Medvedev strains to see his social situation without distortion, without restrictions of his artistic environment. The results are often astounding: we dance around other people's misfortunes like
mischievous wolves, like the sort of lustful bats in the frenzy we make our way to them by the light of bonfires on the outskirts of the city through the deserted fields of garbage we fall on them to swoop down to rush at them with all our might oozing syrupy poison of sympathy. Which is not to say that a monk artist can't be funny, because
Medvedev's puckish streak runs deep. It pops up sometimes at the expense of others (as a janitor/ I've always been beyond suspicion), but more often at the expense of their own ambitions. One of my favorite poems in the collection ends on a note of utterly serious absurdity, or ridiculous seriousness: Misha is going to do everything right
in this life, and I will continue to sit here deep in the shit with my principles. 3. In 2004, Medvedev's principles led him to an unusual step: he renounced the copyright of his own work. From now on, he declared in his Copyright Manifesto, his poems would cease to be dirt for Industry. They appeared on his website, as well as on facebook
and LiveJournal, but reprinting them in any anthologies, collections or other publications would be a consideration. abhorrent manipulative action of a cultural force. They were to be published only as SEPARATE BOOK, collected and edited in accordance with the wishes of the publisher, released in PIRATE EDITION, that is, WITHOUT
THE PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR, WITHOUT ANY CONTRACTS OR AGREEMENTS. The copyright manifesto marks a hinge moment in the book, and in Medvedev's career. Just before comes the longest, best poem in the book (Europe) and incendiary essay called My Fascism. The poems that follow the manifesto are thinner sometimes they feel medvedev's doing, but critical essays, as compensation, get richer and more prophetic. In the play about Kuzmin and especially in Literature will be tested since 2007, Medvedev begins to formulate a dialectical vision of a new global humanism. His acolytes, in his opinion, should preserve the irrepressible critical view
of postmodernism. At the same time, Medvedev has been moving away from the main body of critical thought since the 68th year, insisting on the value of great narratives and global concepts. Abandoning them, he said, means joining an idealized consensus between the goals of diversity and the interests of the global market. And as he
pursues the link between the stagnation he faces in Moscow and the broader global situation, the parallels that have so far been sub-rose are becoming apparent. For Russia, this is not the only place where the concept of life outside politics gained momentum after the collapse of communism. The end of history, we called this period in
the U.S. And what were the results? Open war, accelerated destruction of the environment and further consolidation of class power. History, history and more. Meanwhile, the idea of modern art has become increasingly bare, as every conceivable gesture of authenticity, literary or otherwise, has become an interchangeable commodity one whose sale or purchase is broadcast on your social network. Thus, the world cannot be changed, Medvedev reminds us. You can't rise to the next level of existence in this way. After the invigorating cynicism of some poems, this formulation may seem like a sermon. But as an artisan and as a man, Medvedev knows that he must
make a political personal, even when the arrow also runs the other way. Taken in general, then, it's not good, less a sermon about change than a narrative making it. From an aesthetic point of view, the differences between verses, essays and actions seem as temporary as these mixed responses suggest; there's criticism in poetry, poetry
in and action in all of this. And from a political point of view, we get a portrait of the poet's awakening to futility, where he thought there was power, and vice versa. The thing may also be the novel Bolagno ... though one with a happier ending. In another of his more unguarded moments, Medvedev admits that I think it was a genuine
contact when two completely different people begin to understand each other, in my opinion, it is a real event in art and in life. It's not good just such an event. This awakens us to the unforeseen incessant arguments of modern reality for ourselves and to what is still possible beyond it. Archimedes famously said something like: Give me a
place to stand, and a long enough lever, and I'll move around the world. Kirill Medvedev and his translators have given American readers another place to stand, a kind of zuccotti mind. Now, if only we can keep our control over the lever. Bonus Link: Four Poems From It's Not a Good Image Sources: Stevendepolo, Dominic Bartolini,
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